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1. Displays the current (real-time) contents of the cache. 2. Automatically formats the cache entries for display in
the Cache Directory Tool. 3. Displays information about the cache. 4. Displays information about each Web page
that is stored in the cache. 5. Displays information about the structure of the cache. 6. Displays information about
the methods that are used to cache Web pages. 7. Displays information about the algorithms that are used to cache
Web pages. 8. Displays information about the types of Web pages that are stored in the cache. The Cache
Directory Tool for Forefront TMG is available only for use on Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway.
To use the Cache Directory Tool for Forefront TMG: 1. To display the cache, launch the Cache Directory Tool
from the Tools > Cache Directory Tool menu. 2. To view the cache at a particular time, create a file that contains
information about the contents of the cache at that time. To create this file, use the CacheDir.txt command. Note:
CacheDir.txt files are not backward-compatible. To generate a cache directory file that is backward-compatible,
use the CacheDir.DAT command. 6. Click the Select Files menu item and select your Web pages. 7. Click the Get
Results button. The Cache Directory Tool displays the contents of the Forefront TMG cache. Note: The Cache
Directory Tool does not update the cache until the tool is closed. 1. Choose Tools > Cache Directory Tool. 2. To
display the cache at a particular time, create a file that contains information about the contents of the cache at that
time. To create this file, use the CacheDir.txt command. Note: CacheDir.txt files are not backward-compatible. To
generate a cache directory file that is backward-compatible, use the CacheDir.DAT command. 11. Click the Select
Files menu item and select your Web pages. 12. Click the Get Results button. The Cache Directory Tool displays
the current (real-time) contents of the cache. Note: The Cache Directory Tool does not update the cache until the
tool is closed. 1. Choose Tools > Cache Directory Tool. 2. To display the cache at a particular time,
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Web Directory Information Name of the Web site. Real Path of the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Real
Path of the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Real Path of the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Real Path
of the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Real Path of the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Real Path of
the Web page. Real Path of the Web site. Time of the Web page. Source URL. Content-Type of the Web page.
Status of the Web page. Options: Application Cache Enabled This setting determines whether a Web page from a
Web site is cached in the cache directory. No cache. Cached. Pages not cached. Pages not cached. This option is
only available if you enable Application Caching. - No cache. - This setting determines whether the page in the
cache directory is disabled. Enabled. Disabled. - Disabled. - Enabled. Inactive. Uncached. Inactive. Uncached. -
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Enabled. - Disabled. - Enabled. - Disabled. - Enabled. - Disabled. - Enabled. - Disabled. - Enabled. - Disabled. Auto
update. If a Web page in the cache directory does not have an update timestamp, then the update date is displayed
as 0. The setting determines when an update of the cache directory is run. No update. Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local
time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at
8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local
time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 8:00 a.m. (local time). Daily at
8:00 a.m. (local time). - Daily at 1d6a3396d6
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Display the contents of the cache for all the Web pages stored in the Microsoft Forefront Threat Management
Gateway cache. How to use this tool: You can run CacheDir.exe from any command prompt in any directory on the
computer, or you can run it from a Windows Explorer window. When you start CacheDir.exe, the following screen
appears: You can click OK to continue or CANCEL to quit the CacheDir.exe program. You can also start
CacheDir.exe again to display more details on the contents of the cache. In the following table, you can see some of
the possible command line options that are available. These options are valid if you have not yet started the
CacheDir.exe program. You can start the program again and add the new options by clicking the OK button in the
following screen. CANCEL to quit. GET to open a file that lists the contents of the cache. ASK to ask you whether
you want to open a GET file or do the GET operation for a Web page. The following table describes the properties
that are displayed for each Web page stored in the cache. Important If you modify the cache, you should modify
the GET cache file. You can use the same GET cache file to access Web pages at different times. File Format The
file that CacheDir.exe displays is an ASCII text file. The File and Contents tab of this file lists the properties of the
Web pages stored in the cache. The Web pages stored in the cache are encoded using the UTF-8 character set. Any
of the entries in the File and Contents tab of the GET cache file are a cache entry. You can find a description of
each cache entry in the following table. Description URL contains the URL of the Web page. Flags specifies the
flags for the Web page, as follows: 01 - The Web page is in the cache and ready to serve. 10

What's New in the Cache Directory Tool For Forefront TMG?

CacheDir.exe shows the contents of the cache in a list similar to the cache manager on the Forefront TMG Server.
You can view the number of Web pages that are stored in the cache at any time. If you view the cache directory at
the same time that your TMG server is performing a Web site scan, you will be able to identify Web pages that
might be missed in a scan that might be missed in a scan. You can create a file that lists the Web pages currently in
the cache at a particular time. Actions: If you want to use CacheDir.exe to view the contents of the cache, then you
need to enter the directory that you want to be the root of the cache. (The Default cache directory is
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\Forefront TMG\Caches). View: Get a list of all the Web pages currently stored in
the cache. You can identify Web pages that are not included in a scan for a Web site. New: In order to create a list
of all the Web pages in the cache, you need to provide a name for the file. For example, you might name the file
CacheList.txt. Modify: You can modify the file that you create with a new list of Web pages by adding or deleting
Web pages to the list. Once you have this data, you can use it to get your own list of Web pages that are stored in
the cache for your site. Then you can apply these Web pages to your Web sites. Web Pages: The list of Web pages
includes the name of each Web page, the last time that the page was visited, the last time that the page was
accessed by any client, the URL of the Web page, and the date and time that the page was stored in the cache. For
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example, the output of the command that you use to list the contents of the cache might look like the following:
cache_directory /show /caches Displaying the contents of the cache --------------------------- To display the contents
of the cache, you can use CacheDir.exe as shown in the following example: cache_directory /show /caches A
request for a particular Web page will be served from the cache if the file exists in the cache directory. The cache
directory does not refresh the cache contents when you have Internet Explorer set to cache the Web pages. This
means that if you have not refreshed the cache directory for your site, any new files that you add to the cache will
be included in the cache and will not appear in the cache directory until you refresh the
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System Requirements:

No current information The jury is still out on this Release history: Use your favorite search engine to search the
gaming site for your search term (ex.,,, etc.) IGN Main Title : Mass Effect Trilogy : Mass Effect Trilogy Platform :
Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 : Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Game
Mode : Single player, full control, co-op, splitscreen : Single player, full control, co-op, splitscreen Availability: Out
Now
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